Steps ‘n’ Stetsons
Nov 2016
Hi Everyone,
Some news about our classes in 2017.
We have been listening to feedback and have come up with some ideas for a slightly changed format
to the Wednesday class.
These changes are an attempt to give each level of dancer more than they are currently getting.
As before, you will pay one price for the whole evening and stay as long as you like.
Beginners will run from 7 – 8pm teaching the basic steps in easy dances. We will occasionally teach
a new dance and will have a beginner / improver floor split towards 8pm.
Improvers will run from 8 – 9pm starting with easy improvers and progressing to slightly more
challenging ones within the hour.
We will teach a new Improver / Easy Intermediate dance most weeks.
There will be one or two requests played at the end of the hour.
Intermediates will run from 9 – 10pm, again, with a new dance most weeks.
We will then do Intermediate requests from 10 – 10.15pm.
Any new dances taught at any level will be recapped the following week and repeated the week after
that so you get three chances to let it sink in!!
We love the fact that the evening is as much a social get together as a dance class, but we do ask that
chat is kept to a minimum during teaching.
Sadly, before making these changes, we had already realised that we would have to put up the cost of
the classes in 2017 due to increases in hall rental, insurance, PPL etc.
All classes will now be £5 (or £4.50 for those over 60 or under 16).
Any discount cards currently in circulation are valid until they run out. New ones will be £4.50 for 10
weeks.
We would like to thank you all for your continued support in our classes, socials, tea dances,
weekends away and fundraising.
A HUGE thank you to our army of supporters who take the register, help set up at socials, organise
the tea dances, run our website, sort and box up the recycling, take photos etc etc. – It is a team
effort which we could not do without you!

CHRISTMAS CLOSURE
Our last Tues class is 20th Dec
Our last Wed class is 14th Dec
21st Dec is a social
(ticket in advance)
th

Back on Tues 10 Jan

FEBRUARY
WEEKEND
Balance now due.
£100 pp
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RECYCLING
We are no longer collecting
Tassimo cartridges (but we
can still take the bags).
Please keep milk bottle tops
separate to all other recycling
– they go to different people!

